DNN-based cross-modal retrieval has become a research hotspot, by which users can search results across various modalities like image and text. However, existing methods mainly focus on the pairwise correlation and reconstruction error of labeled data. They ignore the semantically similar and dissimilar constraints between different modalities, and cannot take advantage of unlabeled data. This paper proposes Cross-modal Deep Metric Learning with Multi-task Regularization (CDMLMR), which integrates quadruplet ranking loss and semi-supervised contrastive loss for modeling crossmodal semantic similarity in a unified multi-task learning architecture. The quadruplet ranking loss can model the semantically similar and dissimilar constraints to preserve crossmodal relative similarity ranking information. The semisupervised contrastive loss is able to maximize the semantic similarity on both labeled and unlabeled data. Compared to the existing methods, CDMLMR exploits not only the similarity ranking information but also unlabeled cross-modal data, and thus boosts cross-modal retrieval accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, multimedia retrieval is increasingly important for data management and utilization, and has been a research hotspot for a long time. However, most of the existing methods are for single-modal retrieval, and can only measure the similarity between data of the same single modality. Different modalities are different views of semantics. An image of flying bird and a text description of bird have the same semantic of "bird". So they describe the same semantics through two different views, and are similar to each other in the semantic level. Modeling the similarities among different modalities is important for better understanding the multimedia data, and also for multimedia applications on the Internet.
Cross-modal similarity learning focuses on exploiting semantic correlation among multiple modalities like image and *Corresponding author.
text. The existing methods mainly project data of different modalities into one common space and then get shared representations for them. So the cross-modal similarity can be directly measured by distance computing. For example, canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [1] can learn a common space maximizing correlation between data with two modalities. There are many CCA-based methods as [2, 3] . Crossmodal Factor Analysis (CFA) approach [4] aims to minimize Frobenius norm between pairwise data in the common space. Besides, Zhai et al. propose Joint Representation Learning (JRL) [5] , which can model pairwise correlation and semantic information jointly in a unified graph-based framework. Kang et al. propose Local Group based Consistent Feature Learning (LGCFL) [6] , which adopts a local group-based priori to learn basis matrices of different modalities. Hua et al. [7] propose to first build semantic hierarchy with content and ontology similarities, and then learn a set of local linear projections and probabilistic membership functions for local expert aggregation. However, the above methods mostly perform shared representation projection by linear functions, which is insufficient for the complex cross-modal correlation.
Inspired by the improvement of deep neural network (DNN) in single-modal retrieval, researchers have also attempted to apply DNN to cross-modal similarity measure. For instance, the input of different modalities can be converted to shared representations through a shared code layer as [8, 9, 10] . Also, there are some cross-modal deep architectures consisting of two linked deep encodings such as Deep CCA [11, 12] and Corr-AE [13] . The above methods mainly focus on the pairwise correlation and reconstruction error of labeled multimodal data. However, they ignore the semantically similar and dissimilar constraints between different modalities, which can provide similarity ranking information for better semantically discriminative ability. Unlabeled data should also be taken into consideration, which can increase the diversity of training data and boost the accuracy of shared representation learning.
For addressing the above problems, this paper proposes Cross-modal Deep Metric Learning with Multi-task Regularization (CDMLMR), which integrates quadruplet ranking loss and semi-supervised contrastive loss for modeling crossmodal semantic similarity in a unified metric learning ar-978-1-5090-6067-2/17/$31.00 c 2017 IEEE chitecture. On the one hand, triplet network has been proposed for single-modal metric learning [14, 15] , which can model the relative similarity of images. CDMLMR extends the single-modal triplet network to cross-modal quadruplet network, which can preserve relative similarity ranking information between different modalities. On the other hand, the semi-supervised contrastive loss can preserve the similarity information on both labeled and unlabeled data by maximizing the semantic correlation with an online graph construction strategy. The two loss functions can be integrated into one unified multi-task network and optimized simultaneously inspired by [16] . By doing so, CDMLMR can capture fully the useful yet intrinsic hints for cross-modal similarity measure and improve the retrieval accuracy. Experiment results show that CDMLMR achieves better performance comparing with 8 state-of-the-art methods on 2 datasets: Wikipedia [2] and NUS-WIDE-10k [17] .
CROSS-MODAL DEEP METRIC LEARNING WITH MULTI-TASK REGULARIZATION
To perform cross-modal deep metric learning, a base network with Deep Belief Network (DBN) and Bimodal Autoencoders (Bimodal AE) [8] will first be used for the feature of different modalities, from which we can get the shallow crossmodal shared representations. Then as shown in Figure 1 , CDMLMR model integrates two loss functions for modeling the cross-modal semantic similarity in a unified optimization deep network, which are semi-supervised contrastive loss and quadruplet ranking loss. The network is trained by simultaneous optimization based on these loss functions to get the final semantically discriminative shared representations. Formally, the multimodal dataset contains both the labeled data and unlabeled data. D
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which is similar to the image data. It should be noted that p-th image and text, i.e., x (i) p and x (t) p , have pairwise correspondence.
The Base Network
The base network can convert data from different modalities to representations of the same dimensional number, and these shallow shared representations will be used as input of the deep metric learning network. We first employ a separate twolayer DBN to model each modality. To model the distribution over the image feature x (i) p , the Gaussian Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is used, which is an undirected graphical model having visible units v connected to the hidden units h. And for text feature x (t) p , Replicated Softmax is used to model the distribution over them. The probability that each DBN model assigns to the input feature is defined as follows:
The outputs of the two DBN are denoted as Y (i) and Y (t) . Then we use Bimodal AE to get the shallow shared representations with the same dimension. Bimodal AE has the ability to reconstruct both two modalities by minimizing the reconstruction error between the input and the reconstruction representations at the reconstruction layers. The shallow shared representations obtained from the middle layer of Bimodal AE are denoted as S (i) and S (t) .
Multi-task Regularization
As shown in Figure 1 , our CDMLMR model has two pathways of three fully-connected layers for each modality separately, taking the shallow shared representations S (i) and S (t) obtained from the base network as input. At the top of the two pathways network, multiple loss branches are embedded with a fully-connected layer using sigmoid nonlinearity, which integrates the semi-supervised and quadruplet ranking regularization in a unified optimization deep network. For image, a batch data X (i) for each iteration consist of the labeled images X
and the unlabeled images X
, where n is the total number of the image data in a mini-batch, and m of them are labeled images. Similarly, we have X (t) L and X (t) U . The outputs from the two pathways are separately denoted as f (s
where f (.) denotes the image mapping and g(.) denotes the text mapping.
Semi-supervised Contrastive Loss: In CDMLMR, the semi-supervised contrastive loss is proposed to preserve the similarity information of both labeled and unlabeled data. The basic idea is similar image/text pairs should have similar shared representations, and vice versa. Here a pair of data are "similar" if they are close to each other in the shallow shared representation space, or from the same semantic class. For modeling such semi-supervised information, a neighborhood graph G = (V, E) is constructed, where the vertices V represent both image and text data, and the edges E represent the cross-modal similarity matrix between image and text data, which is denoted as C for the labeled image/text pairs and A for the unlabeled image/text pairs. For the labeled image s (i) p and labeled text s (t) q , the similarity matrix C is constructed based on labels as follows:
As for unlabeled image/text pairs which mean that at least one of the image and text data in pair is unlabeled, we ana-
q . Instead of constructing the graph offline on all the data which is much time-consuming, an online graph construction strategy is proposed to generate the cross-modal similarity matrix for the unlabeled image/text pairs within a mini-batch. So the similarity matrix A for the unlabeled image/text pairs is defined as follows:
For maximizing the semantic correlation, we expect the similar image/text pairs to have smaller distance and the dissimilar image/text pairs to have larger distance. Thus, a contrastive loss for the labeled image/text pairs to capture the similarity information is designed as follows:
2 ) , C(p, q) = 0 (5) and for capturing the adjacency neighbors information, the contrastive loss between unlabeled image/text pairs is defined as follows:
where s
q are for input image and text data obtained from the base network respectively, and α is the margin parameter. Combining the above two loss functions, finally we get the semi-supervised contrastive loss function as follows:
For balancing the number of similar and dissimilar pairs, we randomly select a similar pair and a dissimilar pair for each image s
q for training. By minimizing the above loss function, we can preserve the similarity information on both the labeled and unlabeled data.
Quadruplet Ranking Loss: Inspired by the idea of preserving the relative similarity in the triplet network as [14] , the cross-modal quadruplet ranking loss is designed for further modeling the cross-modal relative similarity with a sample layer to generate the quadruplet samples from the output of the separate two-pathway network. The quadruplet samples are organized into the form of (s I+ , s T + , s I− , s T − ) and satisfy the following two relative similarity constraints: (1) The text sample s T + is more similar to the image sample s I+ than to the image sample s I− . (2) The image sample s I+ is more similar to the text sample s T + than to the text sample s T − . The similarity is according to data labels, so the quadruplet samples are generated only from the labeled data X (i) L and X (t) L in a mini-batch. Based on this, the quadruplet ranking loss function is defined as follows:
where β is the margin parameter. By capturing both the between-class and within-class differences between different modalities, the quadruplet network can effectively preserve the cross-modal relative similarity and improve the semantic discriminative ability of shared representations to boost retrieval accuracy.
After network training, we get the mapping function f (.) for the image pathway and g(.) for the text pathway. For both modalities S (i) and S (t) , we can calculate f (S (i) ) and g(S (t) ) (denoted as Q (i) and Q (t) ) as the final semantically discriminative shared representations. They can further be used for retrieval by distance measure.
Network Training
CDMLMR involves two loss functions: the quadruplet ranking loss and the semi-supervised contrastive loss. First, we calculate the derivative of the two loss functions separately. For the semi-supervised contrastive loss, the derivative of the loss function L c in (5) is calculated for each image p and text q as follows:
where D(s
is in opposite. α is the margin parameter. Moreover, we can easily calculate the derivative of the L a in (6) similar as L c and further calculate the derivative of L in (7) . Thus, the backpropagation can be applied to update the parameters through the network.
For the quadruplet ranking loss in (8) , we calculate the gradients of f (s I+ ), g(s T + ), f(s I− ), g(s T − ) as follows:
otherwise C = 0. Thus this loss function in (8) could be applied to back propagation in the neural networks. After calculating the derivative of the above two loss functions, the gradients of each modality from the fully-connected layers of each loss branch are summed together at the top of the 3 fully-connected layers in the proposed two pathways network for parameter updating.
Details of the Network
The network parameters need to be adjusted according to the input dimensions. Here we will present the layer parameters designed for Wikipedia dataset which will be introduced in the experiment section. In the base network, the two-layer DBN for image input has 2048 hidden units on the first layer, and on the second layer, there are 1024 hidden units. For the text input, the two-layer DBN has 1024 hidden units on both the two layers. On the top of DBN, a three-layer feedforward neural network with a Softmax layer is adopted for further optimization, which has the dimensional number of 1024 on each layer. In the Bimodal AE, the input layer and the reconstruction layer have the same number of dimension, and the dimensional number of the middle layer is half of the input. There is also a Softmax layer connected to the middle layer for further optimization. As for the two-pathway network in Figure 1 , all the three fully-connected layers have the dimensional number of 256. And the dimension of the fully-connected layers with sigmoid nonlinearity on each loss branch is also 256. For generality, the output dimensions are 256 for all the 3 datasets according to the retrieval accuracy on validation set of Wikipedia dataset. The networks are trained with a base learning rate 0.001 by stochastic gradient descent with 0.9 momentum, and the weight decay parameter is 0.004. The network is easy to train and converges in less than 5k steps in our experiment.
EXPERIMENT

Experiment Datasets
We will introduce the 2 datasets briefly as follows. For fair comparison, the dataset partition and feature extraction is strictly the same with [13] and [10] . It should be noted that in our experiment, unlabeled data is from test set, so we set the ratio of labeled/unlabeled data according to the ratio of training/test data.
Wikipedia dataset [2] . Based on Wikipedia's "feature articles", Wikipedia dataset is the most widely used dataset for cross-modal retrieval, which consists of 2,866 documents with 10 categories, and each document has an image/text pair. In our experiment, following [13] and [10] , the dataset is split into 3 parts: 2,173 documents as training set, 462 documents as testing set, and 231 documents as validation set. The image feature is 2,296-d catenation of 1,000-d PHOW descriptor, 512-d GIST descriptor, and 784-d MPEG-7 descriptor. The text feature is the representation of 3,000-d BoW vector.
NUS-WIDE-10k dataset [17] . NUS-WIDE dataset consists of about 270,000 images and the tags of them, and they are categorized into 81 classes. NUS-WIDE-10k is a subset of NUS-WIDE dataset with 10,000 image/text pairs from the 10 largest classes (1,000 image/pairs from each class). The dataset is also randomly split into 3 parts: 8,000 documents as training set, 1,000 documents as testing set, and 1,000 doc- [5] and CMDN [10] . After obtaining cross-modal shared representations by CDMLMR and the compared methods, we get the ranking list with cosine distance and adopt mean average precision (MAP) score as evaluation metric for both all and top 50 results. CMDN) because it models the inter-modal and intra-modal information simultaneously. As shown from the above results, our CDMLMR method can measure the cross-modal similarity more effectively. Compared to the existing methods, CDMLMR can fully capture the useful yet intrinsic hints for cross-modal similarity metric by exploiting the similarity ranking information of crossmodal quadruplets, and make full use of unlabeled data to increase the diversity of training data. Thus we can learn semantically discriminative shared representations and boost the cross-modal retrieval accuracy. Table 3 shows the experiments of our CDMLMR method and the base network baselines. We compared three baselines: Base means to directly perform retrieval with the output of base network; Semi means to only use the semi-supervised contrastive loss; Quad means to only use the quadruplet ranking loss. For the page limitation, we only show the MAP score for all results here. It can be seen that the CDMLMR clearly improves the cross-modal retrieval accuracy, which shows that the similarity ranking information of cross-modal quadruplets and the rich cross-modal unlabeled instances provide useful hints for cross-modal similarity learning, and can be effectively modeled by our CDMLMR model in a unified framework. 
Experimental Results
CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed CDMLMR modal which integrates quadruplet ranking loss and semi-supervised contrastive loss for modeling cross-modal semantic similarity in a unified multi-task learning architecture. Compared to the exist-ing methods, CDMLMR can not only exploit the similarity ranking information of cross-modal quadruplets to learn the semantically discriminative shared representations, but also make full use of unlabeled data to increase the diversity of training data, and can improve the retrieval accuracy. In the future, we still focus on cross-modal deep metric learning and aim at modeling more than two modalities simultaneously.
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